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“We are currently developing an epic fantasy RPG action
game for PS4. The game is the brand new fantasy action
RPG developed by Square Enix and it will release next year.
The main storyline of the game will focus on developing a
character in a quest to find a way to resurrect Princess
Olivia, a princess who was put to sleep by her family, in
order to protect the people from the attacks of the Lucid
demon. An adventure story full of magic unfolds. As a new
character, you will face various trials and adventures in this
new fantasy world.” (From Square Enix) ■ Action Design of
an RPG is an Art How do you design an RPG for action? To
create the foundation of the action, we focus on the three
aspects of excitement, freedom, and freedom of action.
These things come up naturally to players. Toward
“Freedom” In Action RPGs, players are expected to go on a
quest that involves going through various kinds of
dungeons. What aspect of freedom would enhance the
enjoyment of a dungeon? The freedom to freely set our
pace and to freely decide what to do can surely be
expressed. It should also be noted that the more freedom
players have, the more important it is to provide them with
clear instructions for how to freely enjoy the world of the
game. What aspect of freedom would enhance the
excitement of battle? The freedom to freely attack the
enemy, and the freedom to freely attack the enemy at the
best timing can surely be expressed. There should be
various enemies, and it should be possible to freely decide
where to attack. If players have freedom to freely decide
what to do, they can freely utilize the feeling that comes
with moving themselves. Even if you are a veteran of the
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genre, no matter what kind of action you can engage in, the
freedom to enjoy the feeling of action will always be an art.
Toward “Excitement” In Action RPGs, we need to express
the sensation that comes from participating in a battle in a
fun way. Toward this, it is an important aspect that players
are able to express their skills in the game freely. Since not
everyone can be a great wizard and a great swordman
simultaneously, in order to express the player’s own play
style and personality, the freedom of character
development was granted in the adventure stage.
Character Creation The freedom
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Open world with lots of content
Epic drama conceived without plays or scripts
Online play supports multiplayer gameplay and connected play
Gorgeous turn-based combat
Strategic system seamlessly combines large-scale play, intricate puzzles, and direct character
development
Thrilling story featuring a large cast with a storyline with bright colors and an unknown conclusion
A powerful magic system that can be upgraded from temporary use and practice
A lot of different types of weapons, armor, and magics
Immersion in the epic setting of the Lands Between - a vast world full of excitement
Detailed gender-based expressions of clothing in full-color
Beautiful atmosphere with smooth music and sounds
Can be played in portrait or landscape viewing orientation
Full Japanese voice acting (Mass Effect: Andromeda Codex)
Planned Features:
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Upgrading of Equipment Upgrading of weapons, armor, and magics allows you to overcome enemy
attacks and environmental obstructions.
Upgrade your equipment to make it stronger, or combine your equipment to create new weapons.
Upgrade your equipment to make it stronger, or combine your equipment to create new weapons.
Becoming a superior combatant opens up a wide range of exciting content with a new battlefield.
Becoming a superior combatant opens up a wide range of exciting content with a new battlefield.
Combining magic with your own equipment via combining magic can cause a variety of effects.
Combining magic with your own equipment via combining magic can cause a variety of effects.
The combat system can be upgraded. The combat system can be upgraded.
There are many types of Skills that have a distinctive effect on combat. There are many types of
Skills that have a distinctive effect on combat.
A wide range of jobs. A wide range of jobs.
A variety of battle animations.
A variety of battle
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Exploration Mode Please enjoy the new WORLD SEASON
Kung Fu Clash KIDMARE, a new game for children
developed by Dragonnium Digital, where *A harmonious
journey with supporting characters *Fantastic CGs by
Dragonnium Digital *A vast world with a beautiful world *A
great story in comics and pictures *Beautiful music Players
can enjoy all sorts of fun during this journey, including:
*Exchange gifts and see them together for children *Play
out and watch the amusing stage plays *Download a
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character whose character is designed by the designer of
Dragonnium Digital *Enjoy all sorts of special events for
children from quests to battles *Gather the great amount of
story related items and share them with children through
mail Since it is the launch of Dragonnium Digital’s first
SINGLE BLOCK game for children, DRAGONNIUM GAME, The
maximum amount of children who can exchange gifts and
take part in the fun event is limited. For more information,
please visit: ============================
========================== Dragonnium
GAME WORLD SEASON 2nd EDITION Sunday, Sept. 3rd 7:00
PM, PDT ==============================
======================== Dragonnium GAME
WORLD SEASON 3rd EDITION Sunday, Oct. 1st 7:00 PM, PDT
====================================
================== Hello, everyone! The
beginning of the new Dragonnium GAME WORLD SEASON
has begun! Enjoy the fun on the website with your friends.
Dragonnium GAME WORLD SEASON 2nd EDITION Sunday,
Sept. 3rd 7:00 PM, PDT Monday, Sept. 4th 7:00 PM, PDT
Monday, Sept. 4th 9:00 AM, PDT Server in USA Saturday,
Sept. 9th 9:00 AM, PDT Sunday, Sept. 10th 7:00 PM, PDT
Server in Japan Sunday, Sept. 10th 7:00 AM, JST Monday,
What's new:
So, what are you waiting for? We are waiting for you!
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